Kitchen Collection

CREATE HARMONY
IN THE HOME
Everything in one place
A new kitchen is a major investment and isn’t
something you buy every day. At Harmony we
place your kitchen and
decisions into manageable sections and will guide
you through a vast array of options to make your
dream kitchen a reality.
Harmony helps you connect aspirational design with
functional practicality, so take your time and explore
a world of options.

A few pieces you’ll find in this brochure

Doors / A vast array of door
finishes, colours and styles
to ensure there’s something
for everyone.
p. 23

Cabinets / Cabinet colour
options with shapes and sizes
you might not have seen
before.
p. 234

LUCENTE MATT DUST GREY & ANTHRACITE

Peace
Of
Mind
With
We’ve spent years developing a
product range to give you
confidence in your choice. From
sourcing environmentally responsible
timber products, to guarantees and
product design here in the UK, you
know that every detail of a Jigsaw
kitchen has been carefully
considered.

10 YEAR

Q
Design

Quality

Combine door styles
Our exacting specifications
and colours with stylish
ensure that a Jigsaw
components and cabinets kitchen will provide both
delight and longevity.
for a truly bespoke feel.

2 CARTMEL CASHMERE

Choice

Personal

With a colour match
We’re confident that we’ve
service to create any
got something to suit
door colour you want, a
almost everyone in every
Jigsaw kitchen can be as
part of the kitchen, have
unique as you are!
a look for yourself.

Accessories
We have everything to
complete your design
from storage to handles
and lighting because a
kitchen is more than just
furniture.
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The Steps To
Your Dream
Kitchen
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Planning Your Kitchen

Choosing Your Kitchen

Let us show you typical kitchen shapes
to guide you, then the rest is up to you.
What are your must haves and why
are you buying a new kitchen? Take
inspiration from our suggestions and
ensure you’ve got everything covered.

Your kitchen door is always visible so
it’s essential to choose wisely while
your cabinet can co-ordinate or
contrast in colour. Consider the finish,
the colour and the style whilst
remembering everyday maintenance
practicalities as well as design.
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Planning Your

KITCHEN
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KITCHEN LAYOUT

LINEAR

L-SHAPE

GALLEY

U-SHAPE

ISLAND

G-SHAPE

Your Jigsaw kitchen will be highly personal as you piece together everything we have to create your
own look. The first step though is confirming your layout and understanding which works best for your
home. We’ve illustrated the most common styles for you found within the UK, but if you’re lucky enough
to have a completely blank canvas then enjoy creating your own!

Linear
Used for compact kitchens,
combine with clever storage
solutions to maximise
the space.

Galley
Works best for long narrow
kitchens with everything
within easy reach.

L-shape
The most common kitchen
layout, leaving space to
move around and possibly
enough space for a
dining table.

U-shape
Great for lots of storage
space, use pull out corner
units for easy access to all
your pots and pans.

G-shape
Get additional storage
and worktop space with a
G-shaped kitchen, also
ideal for creating a social
centre point.

Island
This desirable layout works
well with large open plan
kitchens, creating a flexible
and social working space.
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CABINET CHOICES

Dimensions
Dimensions for the most popular units.

720m

900m

Cabinets are the foundation of a kitchen with multiple sizes and shapes now available to navigate
around any room. Common cabinet dimensions are illustrated on the next page, while specifications are
shown on page 234-237. We have 5 colour choices available for the standard cabinet and 4 colours for
the Vero cabinets, meaning you can choose to co-ordinate or contrast with your door choice.

360m

Available in 5 matt colours:

300mm

Ivory

Stone Grey

Light Grey

300mm

300mm

Oak

Bridging Units

Tall Wall Units

Conventional wall units are 720mm
high with variable shelf positions to
suit the different types of items
you choose to store in them.

Ideal for rooms with high ceilings,
tall wall units provide extra
storage capacity and a more
bespoke aesthetic.

720m

1970m

Creates storage and frees up
wall space in a stylish fashion.

Wall Units

2150m

White

560mm
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560mm

560mm

Base Units

Larder and Appliance Units

Extra Tall Larder & Appliance Units

Conventional base units have lots
of size options plus external curves
for a rounded and flowing design.

Make the most of ceiling heights
with larder units or position
appliances at a more
ergonomically friendly height.

The extra tall options are designed
to co-ordinate with the tall wall
units and achieve a streamlined
look with additional storage.
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Shaker 5 piece
woodgrain
effect

Which
design would
you like?
Would you like a
kitchen with
handles?

No

Traditional

· Cartmel 164
· Cartmel PTO 189

Smooth painted
1 piece shaker

Oxford

Smooth wrapped
shaker style

Portland

5 Piece real
timber shaker

Yes

86

218

· Cambridge 142
· Cambridge PTO 157
· Windsor 196
· Windsor PTO

211

Would you like a
traditional or
modern design?

Which finish
would you like?

Modern
Matt

Textured
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· Vivo+ Gloss

103

Matt

· Vivo+ Matt
· Vivo+ PTO

121

Gloss

· Linear for Vero 232

· Lucente Matt 47
· Lucente PTO 61
· Vivo Matt for Vero

Gloss

· Lucente Gloss 27
· Vivo Gloss for Vero

Which finish
would you like?

222

Textured

· Linear

135

68

228
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DOOR CHOICE

Choose your style and colour,
it’s that simple!

We have categorised our doors into 3 main styles which are further broken down by detail
where relevant. The colours available in each style and range are illustrated below.

Handleless

Shaker Design
painted smooth finish

with feature joints

Handleless Detail

Slab
painted smooth finish

**Not available for Vero

textured finish
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with internal beading

Vivo and Linear are
also available for
the Vero handleless
rail

one piece painted
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Choosing Your

KITCHEN
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THE

LUCENTE
RANGE
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LUCENTE GLOSS HANDLELESS
If you want a minimalist, contemporary kitchen with multiple colour choices then you’ve found it.
The Lucente range offers a true ‘J’ pull handleless door design that results in beautiful clean lines
throughout the kitchen. The painted gloss finish, available in 9 colour options provides a
consistent sheen and allows door colours to be mixed. Handleless design has been the biggest
growing kitchen trend in recent years and we’ve got it covered!

White

26

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

LUCENTE GLOSS LIGHT GREY
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Islands provide depth and function in kitchens
and can be softened with curves to create a
flowing room layout.

Lucente Gloss
Anthracite
Handleless high gloss

Make a design statement

For a strong, bold and striking kitchen, Lucente Gloss
Anthracite is an obvious candidate. Minimalist lines across
larder banks creates a particularly streamlined look.

with this bold colour choice

Available in 9 high gloss colours:

White

26

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite
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Lucente Gloss Dust Grey pictured here
combined with Lucente Gloss White.

Lucente Gloss Dust
Grey
Handleless high gloss
Dust Grey is a highly flexible tone, mixing seamlessly
with both lighter and darker colours or equally as
adept on it’s own. Lucente’s designer accessories
create flowing lines in a minimalist fashion.
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Lucente Gloss
Pavilion
Handleless high gloss
The tone of Pavilion is highly flexible and co-ordinates with a
multitude of worktop surfaces and colours. The designer
corner post creates a feature on both islands and traditional
walls.
Available in 9 high gloss colours:
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White

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite
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Lucente Gloss
Stone
Handleless high gloss
Stone offers a fresh colour to inject life into
the kitchen. Curves create a natural flow
while under sink drawers provide design
and practicality.
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Design Features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

External curved doors welcome you into the room
Same sized cupboard doors for a visually balanced look
Eye level appliances for ease of access
Larder units create the ultimate storage space
Kitchen island creates a flexible social space
Curved end post to give a softer, bespoke look
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6

2

3

5

1

1

Lucente Gloss
Cashmere

Available in 9 high gloss colours:

Handleless high gloss
34

Use curves for a natural sweeping flow to the kitchen. Cashmere is a warmer alternative to white
and cream and grows in popularity on an annual basis.

White

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite
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Lucente Gloss Light
Grey
Handleless high gloss
The cutting edge Lucente door in the
highly fashionable tone of light grey makes

Bridging units with a gas lift
system create a feature and a
function.
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Lucente Gloss
Cream
Handleless high gloss
For a minimalist feel with longevity
look no further than Lucente Gloss
Cream. Soften your lines with curved
units and use your walls to introduce
a feature colour.

Maximise storage and continuity of
design with corner wall units.
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The handleless nature of Lucente is highlighted
further with symmetrical drawer design.

Lucente Gloss
Porcelain
Handleless high gloss
Porcelain is a new colour trend for kitchens, offering a
credible alternative to White and Ivory. Curved corner
posts help to lessen square lines in all zones of the
kitchen.

All of our doors and drawers come
with soft close as standard
White

40

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite
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The Lucente square corner post mirrors the
door for a seamless designer aesthetic.

Lucente Gloss
White
Handleless high gloss
If you want clean, contemporary and minimalist then this
is your choice! Equal sized bi-fold and drawer units
result in perfect symmetry.
Available in 9 high gloss colours:

White

42

Porcelain

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

Pavillion

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite
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LUCENTE MATT HANDLELESS
The handless matt design will add depth and decadence to any kitchen design. Bring the wow
factor to your kitchen with these elegant finishes. Enhanced by its sleek handleless
appearance, matt is perfect for any new kitchen design. Choosing this option offers you a high
class, superior and sophisticated look that will take you and your guests breath away.

Available in 6 matt colours:

White

44

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo

LUCENTE MATT LIGHT GREY
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Maximise your storage capacity and usability with under sink
pull out units.

Lucente Matt
Anthracite
Handleless matt
The darker tone of Anthracite adds definition
to the kitchen with a range of curve sizes
adding to the contemporary design.
Available in 6 matt colours:

White

46

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo
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Lucente Matt
Cashmere
Handleless matt
The growing popularity of Cashmere makes
a stunning impact in a matt handleless
kitchen. Bi-fold wall units add to the
contemporary feeling, providing design lead
functionality.

The Lucente square corner post mirrors the
door for a seamless designer aesthetic.
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Lucente Matt Dust Grey
Handleless matt
Combine the tactile trend of a matt finish with the emerging
tone of Dust Grey to create a kitchen very much of the
moment. Use different colours to emphasise distinct zones in
your kitchen.
Available in 6 matt colours:

White
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Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo

All of our doors and drawers come
with soft close as standard
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Lucente Matt Light Grey
Handleless matt
Light Grey is a cool contemporary colour favourite and a
natural inclusion in the Lucente range. Darker worktops
contrast beautifully for a kitchen with serious impact.
Available in 6 matt colours:

White

52

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo
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LUCENTE MATT INDIGO

Lucente Matt
Indigo
Handleless matt
54

Blues are in and Indigo takes first
place. If you are looking for a super
modern option that
is the height of fashion then Indigo
could be the choice for you. Combine
Indigo with white worktops and a
Matrix undermount sink to complete
the contemporary look.

Available in 6 matt colours:

White

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo
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Lucente Matt White
Handleless matt

The simplicity of a matt White finish makes it an ideal
choice for Lucente’s minimalist design. Maximise your
space and practicality with smaller pull out units around
your cooking zone.
Available in 6 matt colours:

White

56

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Anthracite

Indigo
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Linear Truffle
Brown Denver Oak
Textured matt finish
Truffle Brown Denver Oak boasts a high
level of flexibility, intertwining with cool
and warm colours equally.

Final Pieces

Prime Mixer Tap
Make a statement with the Prime mixer tap
and add a touch of contemporary elegance to
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THE

OXFORD
RANGE
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OXFORD ANTHRACITE

87

OXFORD PAINTED SHAKER
Oxford reinvigorates the shaker door design with a more contemporary narrower frame width
and a simple one piece construction making this range easy on the eye. A tactile painted matt
finish adds to the contemporary nature yet Oxford also contains a vast array of traditional
accessories. Let your taste define what Oxford means to you.
Available in 5 matt colours:

White

88

Ivory

Stone

Light Grey

Anthracite

OXFORD LIGHT GREY
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Design plate racks with open shelves to create both easy
access and a distinctive feature.

Oxford Anthracite
Painted shaker
Accentuate the crisp design of Oxford with the colour choice of Anthracite. A
vast array of accessories create features throughout the kitchen while darker
fascias contrast lighter worktops to great effect.
Available in 5 matt colours:

White

90

Ivory

Stone

Light Grey

Anthracite
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Bespoke open shelving offers practicality and
creates a real focal point in the kitchen.

Use downlights under wall units to create
additional task lighting, ideal for food preparation
in particular.

Oxford Ivory
Painted shaker
The calming soft hue of Ivory remains a UK favourite and suits
both traditional and contemporary design. Combine curved
units with open shelving for a highly fashionable design.
Available in 5 matt colours:

White

92

Ivory

Stone

Light Grey

Anthracite
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Create the wow factor by
positioning banks of larders
together. The curved doors
soften the look and welcome

Oxford Light Grey
Painted shaker
Choose the new styling of Oxford in
the contemporary colour favourite of
Light Grey. The tone of Light Grey is
highly flexible and can be contrasted
with darker work surfaces or
complemented by warmer oak.
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St ra i g h t e n d pillars
c re a te a c h u n k y
framed look!

Oxford Stone
Painted shaker

Specify feature cabinets in
the kitchen with the use of
glazed doors and
accentuate themwith
clever lighting.

The soft colour of Stone mixes beautifully with the contemporary framed
design of the Oxford door. Bespoke open shelving features are highly
fashionable and ideal for modern day living.
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Combine both increased storage and an eye catching
design with a dresser unit.

Oxford White
Painted shaker
Accentuate the crisp design of Oxford with the colour choice of
White. A vast array of accessories create features throughout the
kitchen while white fascias allow you to be more adventurous with
wall and floor colours.
Available in 5 matt colours:

White
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Ivory

Stone

Light Grey

Anthracite
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THE

CARTMEL
RANGE

164

CARTMEL WHITE

165

CARTMEL SHAKER
The pastel tones of the Cartmel range combined with the timber grain style detailing create an
eclectic kitchen illustrating both modern and traditional influences. The five piece shaker door
creates subtle definition while curved doors and coordinating cornice provide further flexibility in
kitchen design. Generate some kitchen envy among your friends and relatives by choosing
Cartmel for your new kitchen.

White

166

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo

CARTMEL WHITE
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Cartmel Cashmere
Shaker
Cashmere has quickly become a colour favourite across the UK and a
shade that appeals to all generations. Cashmere also allows you to
use complementary or contrasting room decoration to equal effect.
Available in 10 matt colours:

White
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Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cartmel
Dakar
Shaker
Introduce some deeper colour with the
refined pastel tone of Dakar with a door
that is versatile enough to suit both
modern and traditional tastes. Consider
your handle choice carefully here in line with
your styling preference.

Drawerline cabinets hastens access to your essentials.
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Cartmel Dust
Grey
Shaker
Dust Grey is the emerging colour within the kitchen palette and
adds depth and definition. This highly fashionable tone illustrates
the contemporary aspect of Cartmel and is demonstrated in our
linear kitchen design.

Available in 10 matt colours:

White

172
172

CARTMEL DUST GREY

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo

CARTMEL DUST GREY

173

2

3
5

1

4

Design Features:
1. Curved doors welcome you into the space
2. Glazed doors create interest
3. Larder unit for the ultimate storage space
4. Kitchen island creates a flexible working space
5. Under cabinet lighting creates a feature

Cartmel Ivory

Available in 10 matt colours:

Shaker
The enduring tones of soothing Ivory are a natural inclusion in the Cartmel range. Island units can
also function as breakfast bars with cleverly placed corner units helping the flow of your kitchen
design.
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White

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Inigo
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Final Pieces
Neron Bowl & Half Sink
Neron provides simple lines to complement the
Cartmel range with the added practicality of 2

Cartmel Light Grey
Shaker
Cartmel in Light Grey creates a contemporary kitchen to be proud of and offers a
multitude of additional colour choices, while both light and dark worktop finishes
pair to great effect.

Available in 10 matt colours:

White

176

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo

177

Cartmel Mussel
Shaker
The more traditional tone of Mussel is ideal to accentuate the traditional element in the
Cartmel door design. Oak accents can be integrated within Mussel both in furniture and
worktop choice to create specific focal points.

Final Pieces
Tatton Ceramic Sink Ceramic sinks offer the ultimate in hygiene and provide
an additional touch of traditional class to Cartmel kitchens.

178
178
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Cartmel Indigo

Available in 10 matt colours:

Shaker
Achieve your dream kitchen with Cartmel Indigo, paired here with our Antique Copper handles
for a truly sophisticated look. As one of our most popular up and coming colours, the bold blue
tone of Indigo is sure to impress your guests!
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White

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Inigo
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Final Pieces

Bow T-Bar Handle
A Bow handle provides extra definition and
complements the Cartmel door detail.

Cartmel mixes traditional and contemporary tones
through grain detailing and curves.

Cartmel Sage Green
Shaker
Inject some vibrancy into your new kitchen with the lightness and brightness
of Sage Green. Including glazed wall units can heighten this feel, aided by the
addition of some clever lighting.
Available in 10 matt colours:

White

182

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cartmel Oak

Available in 10 matt colours:

Shaker
The ultimate traditional colourway, Cartmel Oak replicates the aesthetic of true timber
complete with grain. The flexibility in the capability of the Cartmel range is shown with both
curve options and the focal point of the mantel.
184

White

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey Inigo
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Cartmel
White
Shaker
White creates a crisp, chic look when
combined with the Cartmel shaker door
style and provides longevity in terms of
fashion.

Use Kea LED lights under wall units to create
additional task lighting, ideal for food preparation in

Available in 10 matt colours:

White

186
186

Ivory

Sage Green Cashmere

Mussel

Dakar

Oak

Light Grey Dust Grey

Indigo
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KITCHEN DOOR CARE INSTRUCTIONS
CLEANING
We recommend the following door cleaning instructions for all of our doors:
> Clean the doors using only a solution of 95% lukewarm water with no more
than 5% soap > DO NOT spray anything on to your doors - this includes the
solution recommended above
> Use a clean damp (not wet) cloth
> Dry with a soft clean cloth. If it is a timber door, run the cloth along the
grain direction > Any cooking marks must be wiped immediately
> Do not allow liquids to seep into joints of doors. Wipe any spillages immediately.
DO NOT use any of the products listed below to clean the door as they may mark and
damage the surface: > Wax furniture polish
> Bleach / chlorine based cleaning
products > Abrasive cleaners
> Solvents
> Multi-purpose
cleaners > Alcohol
based cleaners
> Ammonia or any other similar
product > Scouring pads or
abrasive cloths
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
Please be aware, localised or intense heat/steam can damage fascias. Subsequently the
use of small appliances such as kettles, toasters etc. in close proximity to your kitchen fascias
should be avoided. Doors should not be exposed to extreme temperature changes. Due to
their manufacturing process, vinyl doors must not be exposed to temperatures above 70°C
as this may cause damage to the door’s surface.

Products within this brochure are certified in accordance
with the rules of The Forest Stewardship Council®.
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